Study of Dark Conductivity and Photoconductivity in Amorphous InAs Films Prepared at Different Working Pressure
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Abstract: Dark conductivity measurements and photoconductivity measurements were made on amorphous thin films of InAs prepared at different working pressure in the temperature range of 120–300 K. The experimental data suggest the conduction in the high-temperature region is found to be due to thermally assisted tunneling of the carriers in the localized states near the band edge, while that in low-temperature region takes place through variable range hopping of charge carriers in the localized states near the Fermi level. Various Mott’s parameters have also been calculated for samples exhibiting variable range hopping conduction in the low temperature region. These results were analyzed in terms of the Davis–Mott model. The dependence of photoconductivity with light intensity shows that bimolecular recombination at high temperatures and monomolecular at low temperatures in amorphous InAs thin films.
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1. Introduction

Crystal InAs has received considerable attention due to its application in high speed electronic devices, detectors and thermophotovoltaic devices. For the large lattice mismatch between InAs and substrate, it is hard to obtain crystal InAs films of high material quality. Amorphous InAs (a-InAs) is receiving much attention due to its potentiality for application in photoelectric devices and its low cost. Several workers have reported the electrical, optical and structural properties of a-InAs [1-2]. The application of the a-InAs material for the above devices is associated with the transport mechanism of charge carriers in this material. For the effective functioning of these devices the study and knowledge of transport mechanism is very important. However, hitherto no report in the literature about the transport mechanism of a-InAs films has been found. The photoconductivity is complex process and involves the absorption of light, the generation of excess carriers, and the transport and recombination mechanisms. The photoconductivity in a-InAs hasn’t discussed in detail. In my present work, an attempt has been made to study photoconductivity and dark conductivity in a-InAs.

Mott and Davis showed that the plots of $\log \sigma_d$ ($\sigma_d$ is the dark conductivity) versus $1/T$ (T is the temperature) in amorphous solids are found to consist of four distinct regions [3]. The four terms arise from
four different conduction processes in this model of conduction. The dark conductivity is written as

\[ \sigma_{\text{d}} = \sigma_0 \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E_0}{kT}\right) + \sigma_1 \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E_1}{kT}\right) + \sigma_2 \exp\left(-\frac{W_2}{kT}\right) + \sigma_3 \exp\left(-\frac{T_0}{T_i}\right) \]

where \( \sigma_0-\sigma_3 \) is the pre-exponential factor, \( \Delta E_0-\Delta E_1 \) is the conduction activation energy, \( W_2 \) is the hopping energy, \( T_0 \) is the degree of disorder and \( k \) is the Boltzmann’s constant respectively. The dark conductivity includes four conduction mechanism according to Eq. (1). In the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the conductivity is due to conduction in the extended states. In the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the contribution to the conductivity arises from thermally assisted tunneling of charge carriers in the localized states in band tails. The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the third contribution to conductivity in amorphous semiconductors which is analogous to impurity conduction in heavily doped semiconductors. This type of conduction mechanisms is Nearest-Neighbor Hopping (NNH). In the NNH hopping conduction, electron hops to the nearest neighbor empty site. This type of conduction also needs activation energy but this activation energy has much smaller value as compared to the energy required for thermally activated band conduction. The fourth term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is Variable Range Hopping (VRH), which the electrons hop between the levels that are close to Fermi level irrespective of their spatial distribution. In this type of hopping conduction, the hopping distance is not constant as in the nearest-neighbor hopping [4]. In this paper, we investigate the applicability of all four mechanisms to \( \alpha \)-InAs films.

2. Experimental Method

Amorphous InAs films were deposited in a rf magnetron sputtering system in Ar ambient. A pure InAs (99.999 %) wafer with diameter of 50 mm was used as the sputtering target. Quartz glass was selected as substrate. These films were deposited at room temperature. Film growth was carried out in the growth ambient with working pressure ranging from 1 to 4 Pa and a rf power of 100 W. The distance between the target and substrate was fixed at 4 cm. Deposition time was 2 h.

The amorphous nature of the resulting glassy alloys was verified by D/MAX-IIB x-ray diffractometer (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation. Their chemical composition was determined by a scanning electron microscope (JSM-840) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) [5-6]. The dark conductivity was measured at various temperatures (120 to 300 K) with a pA m/dc-voltage source (with 10-14 A of sensitivity). I-V characteristics were found to be linear and symmetric up to 30 V in all the glasses studied. The present measurements were, however, made by applying only 6 V across the films. The low temperature was obtained by cooling the samples using liquid helium with a thermal regulation of 0.1 K. Before measurements, InAs films were coated with gold electrodes in the coplanar configuration which improved the contact characteristic between the Au and the substrate. The electrodes were 3 mm long and separated by 1 mm. The current–voltage (I-V) characteristics were analyzed and the conductivity was calculated from the formula:

\[ \sigma = (I/V)(L/wd), \]

where \( L \), \( w \) and \( d \) are the electrode length, electrode width and thin film thickness, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structure and Composition

Fig. 1 gives a series of XRD patterns of samples grown under different working pressure. Thin films deposited at 2 Pa up to 4 Pa show amorphous structure. The results of EDAX quantitative calculation are shown in Table 1 at an error level of ± 1 at. %.

![Fig. 1. XRD spectra of InAs thin films.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( P_w ) (Pa)</th>
<th>In (at. %)</th>
<th>As (at. %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>52.14</td>
<td>47.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.47</td>
<td>47.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The film composition is controlled by transport phenomena of sputtered atoms from the target to the substrate, and/or by substrate surface dynamics. During the transport process of the sputtered atoms, As is more rapidly thermalized by collisions with argon atoms, leading to In-rich in the InAs film as shown in Table 1.

![Table 1. EDX results of \( \alpha \)-InAs films.](image)
3.2. Dark Conductivity and Conduction Mechanisms of a-InAs

Dark conductivity $\sigma_d$ was the direct current (DC) conductivity of thin films under no light illumination condition. Fig. 2 shows the variation of dark conductivity current ($\log(\sigma_d)$) with applied temperature ($1000/T$) for a-InAs prepared at different working pressure.

$$\ln \sigma_d = \text{constant} - \frac{\Delta E_1}{kT}$$

where $\Delta E_1$ and $\sigma_1$ in the present work indicate that the conduction is due to thermally assisted tunneling of charge carriers in the localized states present in the band tails. Table 2 shows the variation in pre-exponential factor, $\sigma_1$, with working pressure. The increase in the value of $\sigma_1$ with the increase of working pressure shows that the mobility of charge carriers in the trap states decreases. This is the main reason for the decrease in the conductivity of the samples and an increase in the $\Delta E_1$.

$$\sigma = \frac{\sigma_0'}{T^{1/2}} \exp\left(-\frac{T_0}{T^{1/4}}\right),$$

where $\sigma_0'$ and $T_0$ are given by the following expressions:

$$\sigma_0' = 3e^2 v_{ph} \left[N(E_F)/8\pi\alpha kT\right]^{1/2},$$

$$T_0 = 16\alpha^2 / [kN(E_F)].$$

At low temperature, the slope of straight line decreases but another straight line can be fitted in this temperature range having lower activation energy as compared to the first case. The activation energy for conduction ($\Delta E_2$) and pre-exponential factor ($\sigma_2$) calculated from Eq. (1) are shown in Table 2. The pre-exponential factor $\sigma_2$ is about $10^{-3} \Omega^{-1}cm^{-1}$ or smaller. The magnitude of $\Delta E_2$ and $\sigma_2$ in the present work indicate that electrical conductivity corresponds to variable range hopping of localized states at $E_F$. This variable range hopping mechanism is characterized by Mott’s expression of the form [10-13]:

![Fig. 2. Variation of dark current with applied temperature for a-InAs.](image)

Table 2. Electrical parameters for a-InAs films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_w$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ at 300 K ($\Omega^{-1} cm^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\sigma_1$ ($\Omega^{-1} cm^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta E_1$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\sigma_2$ ($\Omega^{-1} cm^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta E_2$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>86.23</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>$3.41 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1.97 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>90.51</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>$5.85 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$5.29 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>144.42</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>$3.84 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is suggested from Table 2 that the conduction is due to thermally assisted tunneling of charge carriers in the localized states in band tails and is expressed by the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (1). It may, however, be mentioned that the activation energy alone does not provide any indication as to whether conduction takes place in the extended states above the mobility edge or by hopping in the localized states. This is because of the fact that both of these conduction mechanisms can occur simultaneously. The activation energy in the former case represents the energy difference between mobility edge and Fermi level, $E_F - E_1$ or $E_F - E_2$. In the latter case, it represents the sum of the energy separation between occupied localized state and the Fermi level, and the mobility activation energy for the hopping process between the localized states. In order to obtain a clear distinction between these two conduction mechanisms, Mott has suggested that the pre-exponential factor $\sigma_1$ of Eq. (1) for conduction in the localized states should be about $10^3 \Omega^{-1}cm^{-1}$, which is two to three orders smaller than for conduction in the extended states, and should become still smaller for conduction in the localized states near the Fermi level [9]. The magnitude of $\Delta E_2$ and $\sigma_2$ in the present work indicate that the conduction is due to thermally assisted tunneling of charge carriers in the localized states present in the band tails. Table 2 shows the variation in pre-exponential factor, $\sigma_2$, with working pressure. The increase in the value of $\sigma_2$ with the increase of working pressure shows that the mobility of charge carriers in the trap states decreases. This is the main reason for the decrease in the conductivity of the samples and an increase in the $\Delta E_2$. 

$\sigma = \sigma_0'' / T^{1/2} \exp\left(-\frac{T_0}{T^{1/4}}\right),$
Boltzmann constant, \( T_0 \) is the degree of disorder, and \( a \) is the inverse localization length of the localized state.

From Eq. (3) we have,

\[
\ln \sigma_0 \sqrt{T} \approx T^{-1/4},
\]  

(6)

Fig. 3 show \( \ln \sigma_0 \sqrt{T} \) vs. \( T^{1/4} \) plot for \( a \)-InAs. Thin films prepared at different working pressure. The straight line plot indicates that the dominant mechanism of conduction in the low temperature range is variable range hopping.

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (4) and (5) yields

\[
\alpha = 22.52 \sigma_0 T_0^{1/2},
\]  

(7)

and

\[
N(E_F) = 2.12 \times 10^9 \sigma_0^2 T_0^{1/2},
\]  

(8)

The hopping distance \( R \) and hopping energy \( W \) are given by

\[
R = \left[ \frac{9}{8\pi\alpha kT N(E_F)} \right]^{1/4},
\]  

(9)

\[
W = 3 \left[ 4\pi R^3 N(E_F) \right],
\]  

(10)

Various Mott parameters \( T_0, N(E_F), \alpha, R \) and \( W \) from Eqs. (4) - (10) are given in Table 3. It is found that the value of \( T_0 \) and \( R \) are increase with increasing working pressure. Since \( T_0 \) represent the degree of disorder, it follows that the amorphy of the samples increases on increasing working pressure. It is also evident from Table 3 that the density of localized states \( N(E_F) \) increases from \( 10^{25} \) eV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-3}\) to \( 10^{27} \) eV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-3}\). The carrier concentration is \( 3.15 \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3}\) for the \( a \)-InAs film prepared at 2 Pa, whereas for \( a \)-InAs film prepared at 3 Pa and 4 Pa its values are \( 4.57 \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3}\) and \( 4.08 \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3}\) respectively. In the \( a \)-InAs film the change in carrier density is found to lead a large change in the value of \( N(E_F) \). In the present case the lowest value \( N(E_F) \) for the \( a \)-InAs film prepared at 2 Pa could be due to the lowest carrier concentration as compared to other two samples. We have calculated hopping energy (W). For the variable-range hopping conduction process, it is required that \( \alpha R > 1 \) and \( W > kT \) according to Mott and Davis. Thus the present measurement is in fair agreement with Mott condition of variable-range hopping conduction.

Table 3. Mott parameters for \( a \)-InAs prepared at different working pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( P_w ) (Pa)</th>
<th>( T_0 ) (K)</th>
<th>( \sigma_0 ) (( \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^{-1} ))</th>
<th>( N(E_F) ) (eV(^{-1}) cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>( \alpha ) at 250 K</th>
<th>( R ) at 250 K (cm)</th>
<th>( W ) at 250 K (meV)</th>
<th>( aR )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.20 \times 10^6</td>
<td>2.33 \times 10^4</td>
<td>5.49 \times 10^{25}</td>
<td>1.07 \times 10^9</td>
<td>3.23 \times 10^9</td>
<td>129.35</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.54 \times 10^7</td>
<td>1.00 \times 10^5</td>
<td>8.32 \times 10^{27}</td>
<td>8.83 \times 10^9</td>
<td>5.43 \times 10^{10}</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.73 \times 10^7</td>
<td>9.20 \times 10^4</td>
<td>6.87 \times 10^{27}</td>
<td>8.62 \times 10^9</td>
<td>5.74 \times 10^{10}</td>
<td>184.28</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is to further point out that an idea of the conduction process can also be obtained from the ratio of the average spacing between donors \( (r) \) with the effective Bohr radius \( (a^*) \) [4].

Here \( r \) is defined as:

\[
r = \left[ 4\pi N_d / 3 \right]^{1/3},
\]  

(11)

where \( N_d \) is the impurity carrier concentration density, \( a \) is the Bohr radius and have the value 0.53 Å. If \( r/a^* > 5 \), the conduction is expected to be dominated by the nearest neighbor hopping between isolated donor levels, whereas for \( 2 < r/a^* < 5 \), the variable range hopping conduction dominates. For \( r/a^* < 2 \), in the high impurity concentration regime, the metallic conduction takes place because of overlapping of impurity and conduction bands. According to the carrier concentration in the \( a \)-InAs film, the \( r/a^* \) in the present case falls under second category, which indicates that VRH conduction process is expected to dominate.
3.4. Steady State Photoconductivity and Recombination Mechanism of a-InAs

To observe the effect of light at low temperatures, the whole sample is illuminated and the photocurrent is measured between two electrodes with the ohmic contacts. Photocconductivity, \( \sigma_{ph} \), is the additional photoconductivity of the excess number of photogenerated charge carriers under steady-state illumination. The photocconductivity has been computed by subtracting the dark conduction from the measured total conductivity of lumination, \( \sigma_p \). That's \( \sigma_{ph} = \sigma_p - \sigma_d \).

The temperature dependence of photoconductivity in a-InAs is plotted in Fig. 4. On the basis of the nature of slope, the temperature region is divided into two regions which are high temperature regions and lower temperature regions. This indicates that photoconductivity has two component.

\[
\ln \sigma_{ph} = eG \gamma \mu
\]

where \( G, \tau \) and \( \mu \) are the generation rate of the photocarriers, combination time and photocarrier mobility, respectively. The \( \mu \) in amorphous InAs thin film is smaller than that of InAs crystal material. The lower \( \mu \) shows lots of defects existing in a-InAs thin film and represents the hopping mobility when transport occurs in the tails states. However \( \mu \) in crystal material is the photocarrier mobility and transport occurs in the extended states. The dependence of \( \tau \) on \( G \) already has gained by Wronski and Daniel as [14]:

\[
\tau \propto G^{-(1-\gamma)} \sigma_{ph} \propto G^{\gamma}
\]

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (12) and (13) yields:

\[
\sigma_{ph} \propto G^{\gamma}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the exponent, which determines the recombination mechanism. The value of \( \gamma = 0.5 \) indicates a bimolecular recombination type occurring through recombination centers (dangling bonds, for instance), where as \( \gamma = 1.0 \) indicates a monomolecular recombination process in which the excess carriers recombine directly from the band tails [15].

When multiple reflections are neglected, \( G \) can be written as

\[
G = \eta F (1 - R) \left| 1 - \exp(-\alpha d) \right| / d
\]

where \( \eta \) is the quantum efficiency of the generation of photo carriers, \( F \) is the incident light intensity, \( R \) is the reflectivity, \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient and \( d \) is the thickness of thin film respectively. Thereby, from the above discussion we can get

\[
\sigma_{ph} \propto F^{\gamma}
\]

The dependence of photoconductivity with light intensity in a-InAs thin film is shown in Fig. 5 (a)-(b) respectively for 240 K and 170 K. The \( \ln \sigma_{ph} \) versus \( \ln F \) curves are straight lines at the measuring temperatures. The value of \( \gamma \) is calculated from the slope of the \( \ln \sigma_{ph} \) versus \( \ln F \).

\[
\gamma = 0.70 \pm 0.10
\]

\[
\gamma = 0.94 \pm 0.01
\]

\[
\gamma = 0.98 \pm 0.05
\]
When temperatures increase, the mobility may not be yet large enough to allow the larger number of excess carriers to meet a recombination center although the carrier mobility increases with temperature. Under these conditions, a direct recombination process takes place between electrons and holes localized in the band tails, a bimolecular recombination [16]. In the present case as shown in Fig. 5 (a), the value of γ lies between 0.58 and 0.70 that can be considered as a case of bimolecular recombination.

At low temperatures, the demarcation levels for holes and electrons are expected to shift apart toward the band tails with temperature decreasing. By definition, all the states located between the demarcation levels act as recombination centers. Hence, at lower temperature we expect to have a larger density of recombination centers. This fact, combined with the reduced carrier mobility which is thermally activated in \( a \)-InAs, will favor a monomolecular-like recombination mechanism, yielding \( \gamma \sim 1.0 \), as indeed observed in Fig. 5 (b).

4. Conclusions

The \( a \)-InAs films were deposited at different working pressure using RF sputtering technique. To understand the electrical transport phenomena, the temperature dependence of DC conductivity for \( a \)-InAs films is studied over a temperature range of \( (120-300 \, \text{K}) \). On the basis of temperature dependence of conductivity, it is suggested that the conductivity arises from thermally assisted tunneling of charge carriers in the localized states in band tails in the high-temperature region, while in the low-temperature region the conduction takes place via variable range hopping in the localized states near the Fermi level. Various Mott’s parameters such as density of states, degree of disorder, hopping distance, hopping energy are estimated. The value of \( T_0 \) and \( N(E_F) \) were found to be increase with the increasing of working pressure. The steady state photocconductivity measurements at different temperatures indicate that the temperature region is divided into two regions. The intensity dependence of photocconductivity shows bimolecular recombination at high temperatures region and monomolecular at low temperatures region.
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